A message from SEFS Director Dan Brown
As students complete milestones on their path to completing their degrees, read a message from Dan Brown on what we have to celebrate and look forward to at SEFS.

SEFS in the News

**UW receives EPA grant for environmental justice in vulnerable communities**
SEFS Assistant Professor Brittany Johnson is a co-author of the grant proposal.

**More human-wildlife conflict in a warming world**
SEFS Assistant Professor Alex McInturff is a co-author on a new study in Nature.

**SEFS remembers Emeritus professor Dr. Bruce Lippke**
SEFS Emeritus professor, mentor, and friend Bruce Lippke passed away on...
investigator on a $1.2 million grant to mitigate toxic waste and flood risk in vulnerable communities. Learn more.

Climate Change, highlighting increasing human-wildlife conflict. Learn more.

Tuesday, February 14th. A memorial will be held for Bruce on March 26. Learn more.

CONNECT WITH SEFS ON LINKEDIN!
SEFS has a new LinkedIn page! If you use the platform, consider affiliating with the page to connect with other SEFS students, faculty, staff, and alumni.

SEFS LinkedIn

SEFS Happenings + Events

What the old forest taught us: Forest stewardship in the 21st century

Register for this year's Sustaining Our World lecture with SEFS Emeritus Professor Dr. Jerry Franklin on May 3rd.

Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge & The Teachings of Plants

Join this SEFS-sponsored event with Robin Wall Kimmerer on May 11th. If sold out, arrive at the venue 30 minutes early as additional seats may be available.

Submit your nominations for the SEFS End of Year Awards!

Nominations for the SEFS End of Year Awards are due Friday, April 7th. Register for the Year-End Celebration on May 17th (SEFS Community only).
SEFS Alumni Feature: Jonathan Chen

From soil to state policy, SEFS alumnus Jonathan Chen has had a hand in elevating environmental justice concerns for communities in Washington. Chen graduated from UW in June, 2021 with a Master of Science degree. Learn about his work as a Climate Justice Adviser to the Washington State Environmental Justice Council in this SEFS Alumni Feature.

Want to be featured or nominate a fellow SEFS alum? Send your nomination to sefscomm@uw.edu.